FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Acme Electric Introduces
Premium DIN Rail Power Supplies
South Bend, Indiana February 6, 2018 –Acme Electric has introduced a premium line of DIN
rail mounted DC power supplies. These new products offer innovative solutions to an array of
control applications. Acme Electric, part of Hubbell Commercial Construction, provides
innovative electrical products to industrial, commercial and residential markets.
Acme’s new DM Series DIN rail power supplies are designed to provide optimal performance
with faster installation. Universal input increases application versatility. Single phase models
address input voltage from 90-264V and three phase models address 340-575V automatically.
DM series models include output power from 20W to 480W and feature current output from
0.6A to 20A. Universal auto-ranging input simplifies applications. Adjustable output voltage
compensates for voltage drop. The Acme design provides constant current with overload
protection to ride through inrush. This prevents the nuisance tripping and unreliable operation
of competing designs that operate in “hiccup mode.”
Every DM series power supply is UL508 Listed. Each unit can operate at full rated power,
making them cost effective. Other power supplies need to be derated to 50% for use in a
UL508 compliant control cabinet. DM units are also CE compliant. Accessories include Hubbell
branded surge protection devices and DIN rail mounted receptacles.
The Acme DM Series includes models with metal cases, slimline cases or plastic cases. The
compact, rugged design of these units make for easy installation. All units are IP20 rated touch
proof. Housings snap onto standard 35mm DIN rail without the use of tools. Pluggable
connections make wiring a breeze. Visual indicators on the front of each unit include overload
and DC output status.
The DM series comprises one of the broadest product ranges available for any application in
the North American market. Applications include process control, material handling, packaging
or welding control for a variety of industries. The products are backed by a three-year limited
warranty.
Acme Electric DM series DIN Rail power supplies are available now. Find more information at
www.hubbell.com. Follow the brand on LinkedIn and Twitter.
Watch the introduction video.
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Hubbell Commercial Construction includes five brands that provide innovative and cost-effective electrical
products with superior customer service for commercial and/or residential markets. RACO creates electrical
boxes, covers, and fittings. TayMac crafts “while in use” covers for outdoor electrical applications. Bell produces
weatherproof boxes, covers and outdoor lighting. Wiegmann offers the most complete line of electrical enclosures
for OEM, Commercial Construction, and MRO markets. Acme manufactures power conversion and conditioning
equipment for industrial, commercial and OEM applications.
These historic brands are part of Hubbell Inc., one of the largest electrical manufacturers in North America. The
company's history of innovation extends back to 1888. Founder Harvey Hubbell invented the pull chain light
switch and duplex receptacle.
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